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A b s t r a c t  
In this paper we present a method to check the finiteness of CCS expressions. The method is 
interpretative, i.e. it is based on an extended operational semantics of CCS. According to this new 
operational semantics it is always possible to build a finite state transition system which, if some 
condition holds, is a finite representation of a process. It works on terms of the CCS signature and is able 
to decide the finiteness of a CCS expression in a large number of cases which are not captured by the 
known syntactic criteria. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The problem of determining if a given CCS term is representable by a finite state automata is particularly 
interesting when dealing with verification environments. Most of the existing verification environments 
for CCS-like languages, [BC89, CPS88, DSV89, Fer88] are, in fact, based on an internal finite state 
representation of the process which allows for the application of efficient algorithms to decide if two 
processes are bisimilar [BS87, GV90, KS90]. 
In this paper we describe a method to check finiteness of CCS expressions. It is well known that it is 
undecidable if a CCS expression represents a finite state automata unless it is expressed in suitable 

subsets of the language [Tau89]. Therefore, either syntactic conditions are proposed which guarantee the 

finiteness of a CCS expression, e.g. not allowing the presence of the parallel operator and of the 
relabelling operator inside the body of a recursive expression [MV90], or, given a term P, a syntax- 
driven construction of an equivalent finite transition system for P is defined [Tau89]. Even if the latter is 
more general, i.e. it deals with a larger class of terms, than the former, it still suffers from being syntax- 
driven. 
The method we present is, instead, interpretative. It is based on an extended operational semantics of 
CCS by means of which we actually build a finite state transition system which, if some condition holds, 
is a finite representation of a process. It works on terms of the CCS signature and it is able to decide the 

finiteness of a CCS expression in a number of cases which are not captured by the known syntactic 
criteria. This non-standard semantics defines an aproximation of the standard one, in the sense that the 
synchronization tree that can be built by means of it in correspondence of a given term, can be properly 
related with the standard one. In this respect, our approach fits in the more general framework of non- 
standard interpretations for CCS-like languages [DI91], that we will not explicitely address in this paper. 

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 a general overview of the language and of the known 

results about the fineteness of CCS expressions are briefly surveied. Section 3, presents the method, that 
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is the general idea of the approach and two non-standard semantics are given, together with a comparison 

among them. Section 4 discusses future developments and concludes. 

2 S E T T I N G  T H E  F R A M E W O R K  

2.1 The language: syntax and operational semant ics  

Wc consider the following syntax for process terms (or simply processes): 

P::= g.P I nil I P+P 1 PIP I IZ, A I x 

As usual, there is a set of actions Act={a,~,b,6,...} over which 0c ranges, while g ranges over 

Act u {'c}, being "c the so-called internal action. Moreover x ranges over a set {x, y, ..} of  constants. 
Every constant is a process defined by an equation (constant definition): x--P. 

Constant definitions may be (mutually) recursive and this is the only way to define processes with infinite 

behaviour. We assume that all recursive definition are guarded. An occurrence of x in P is guarded i f  it 

occurs within some subexpression p..F (It r "c) of  P. A recursive definition x=P is guarded if  every 

occurrence of x in P is guarded. 

Note that, for the sake of simplicity, we have not introduced in the language the relabelling operator, we 

discuss how to cope with it in section 3.4. 

The operational semantics of  the language, from now on referred to as SOS, is the usual one given in 

[Mi189]. We indicate by ~ the action complement: if  e.=a, then cx = a ,  while if  0t=g,  then ~ = a. Given 

two processes PI and P2 such that Pl-J.t-r P2 by the inference rules, P2 is said to be an g-immediate 

derivative of P1. In order to represent the possible computations of  a process, we use derivation trees 
[Mil80]. The derivation tree is an unorderd, possibly infinite, tree having processes as nodes and such 

that there is an arc labelled by I1 from a node PI to a node P2 if P2 is a g-immediate derivative of P1. The 

tree may be infinite. In the following, we call standard semantics the SOS one to distinguish it from the 

non-standard semantics we are going to define in order to check the finiteness conditions. 

2.2 Finiteness conditions 
In this section we recall some of the definitions and of the results already present in the literature. For 

more details we refer to [Tau89]. 

Given a process term P and an operational semantics S, we call DTs(P) the derivation tree obtained using 

the rules in S. We call TSs(P) the labelled transition system obtained in a similar way than DTs(P), except 

that folding takes place. A new node is created in TSs(P) only when an expression is derived from P 

which is not the label of an already existing node of  TSs(P); otherwise a transition back to such a node is 
added. It can easily be proved that, for each P, TSs(P) and DTs(P) are strongly equivalent. 

For example, let us consider the process P1 = x where x= (a.c.nil I b.~-.x) \ {c} 

Its (infinite) transition system TSsos(P1), built by using the standard operational semantics, is: 

F % f ' x  ~ f - ' - - " x f  " - " ~  

Figure 1 
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We say that a CCS process P isfinite state if  it exists a finite state transition system strongly bisimilar to 

TSsos(P). For example, it is easy to see that it exists a finite state transition system strongly bisimilar to 

the infinite transition system shown in Figure 1. In general, it is not decidable if an arbitrary process P is 

finite state. Sufficient syntactic conditions exist which characterize classes of  processes for which it is 

possible to build an equivalent finite transition system. In the following, we present only the conditions 

which are of  interest in our framework, while we refer to [BS87, Tau89, MV90] for more details. 

With our syntax, we can say, for example, that a process is finite state if  no parallel operators is present 

inside a constant definition. Thus xly where x=rec.x.ax and y--rec.y.by+cx 

is finite state. It is, of course, possible to refine the syntactic conditions in order to take into account more 

cases. For example, we can accept recursive definitions including the parallel operators, as long as the 

constant name does not occur in the operands. By this new rule 

x=rec.x. (a.nil I b.nil + cx) is well formed. 

However, any syntactic approach, even if more and more refined, is intrinsically limited and leaves room 

for different methods. Our approach is interpretative, and the bulk of the method we are going to describe 

in the following section consists in constructing a finite transition system of a CCS term by means of a 

new operational semantics. 

3 T H E  M E T H O D  

The basic idea relies on the fact that if a process is finite state, while building its derivation tree it must 

happen that either it has finite branches or its infinite branches are regular, that is along an infinite path 

there are infinitely many repetition of the same node. This means that, in building the transition system, 

each time we reach a node equal to one already present in the derivation, we can stop the development of 

that node. 

Let us for the moment be quite vague about the semantics of what a same or equal node is and let us show 

some examples. Consider the process P1 of  the previous section which does not respect the stated 

syntactic conditions and whose infinite transition system has been shown in Figure 1. It is easy to see that 

by using the standard operational semantics the two states 

(c.nil I b.~-.x)\ {c } and (nil l (c.nil I b.~.x)\ {c})\ {c } are different while they become equal as soon as an 

absorption of  the nil process and of the restriction {c} is performed on the second process term. This 

suggests to build in the operational semantics some of the information that is usually introduced by means 

of axioms, with the specific purpose of directly obtaining from the resultant derivation tree a finite state 

transition system. 

3.1 1st N o n - S t a n d a r d  Semant ics  

In this section we present our fhst non-standard operational semantics. The attempt is to perform directly 

within the operational semantics some term simplifications which turn out to be useful for our purposes. 

To this extent we introduce a predicate term with the following meaning 

true if  P has no derivatives according to SOS 
term(P) = 

false otherwise 

Our 1st operational semantics, shown in Figure 2, takes care of: 
- the termination of  a process, by deleting the terminated process when it is an operand of  the parallel 

composition operator (rules Corn2 and Con~). For example, a.nil I P -a---) P; 

- the growing of the restriction operator (rule Res2). 
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1st N o n - S t a n d a r d  Semant ics  

Act 
I.t.P -~t-~ P 

Con  
P-It-.-* p' 

x-p.---r P' 

x=P 

Sum 
P- I . t~  P' 

P + Q -I.t--"> P' and Q+ P--I.t.-.-> P' 

Coml  

P-~t---~ P', term(P) =false 

PIQ--I.t--->P'IQ and Q I P - I . t - . ~ Q I P '  

Com2 

P -It-"> P', term(F) =true 

PIQ--p.-..~Q and QIP'-p.--->Q 

Com3 

P - ct--~ P ' ,  Q - ~--> Q' , term(P')=term(Q')=false 

P I Q-'x---> P' I Q' 

Corn4 

P - (x---> P', Q - ~->  Q ' ,  term(F) =true 

PIQ---t-->Q' and Q I P - - z - - , Q '  

Res i 

P -~t---> F, FOP" \ B, term(P') =false 

P\A-~t--> P'\A 

l.t,p. ~ A  

Res2 

P -W'-~ P' XB , tcrm(P') =false 

P\A -~t----> P' \ (AUB) 

tt,~ eA 

Res3 

P -p:--> P', tcrm(P') =true 

P\A -~t~ nil 

p.,~ ~ A  

Figure 2. 1st non-standard semantics 
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If we now reconsider the process P1 whose infinite transition system is shown in Figure 1, by using our 
new operational semantics we have that TSIs(P1) is finite: 

X 

(c.nil I b.~.x)\{c} (a.c.nil I ~.x)\{c} 

 x,c / 
Note that we used rule Corn4 in the derivation (c.nill~.x)\{c} --x--~ x\{c} and Res2 in xk{c}-x--~ (c.nil I 

b.E.x)\{c}. Note also that TSls(P1) is not the minimal transition system, but this is not relevant to our 
purposes. However, it is possible to modify the rules in such a way to recognize an already reached state 
as soon as possible. In order to rely on our new operational semantics we must prove the following: 

Theorem 1. TSts(P) is strongly equivalent to TSsos(P) for each P. 
Sketch of the proof. It is straightforward since we have basically introduced in IS, rules that are the 
operational counterpart of the axioms nillP=P, Plnil=P, nil \ A = nil and P \ A \ B=P \ (AuB). 

The non-standard semantics we have given allows the construction of a finite transition system in cases in 
which the transition system corresponding to the standard one is infinite. However, it does not fulfill all 

our requirements since it still allows the construction of infinite transition systems. Consider, for 
example, the process P2=x, where x=a.xlb.nil, which is not representable by a finite state automaton. 
TSts(P2) is infinite: 

c% b a 

xlb.nil a.x 

�9 " .IIIL ~ ~. . " 

xlb.nillb.nillb.nil 

: 

Instead, we want to have a decision procedure which, even if not complete, is always able to give an 
answer. In fact, the difference between the syntactic and the interpretative methods are similar to the 
difference between compile time and run time checking: compile time checking may give a negative 
response even if the program is correct because some branches of the program are never actually 

executed. On the other hand, the difficulty of the interpretative methods is to decide when they have to 

stop�9 In our case, this means that we have to establish a criterion which blocks potential non-regular 
infinite derivations. 
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3.2 2nd Non-Standard Semant ics  
Before presenting the 2nd non-standard semantics, let us introduce the intuition underlying it by using, as 

example, the process P2 above. In TSIs(P2), we see that the only infinite path starting from x is 

x-a--> xlb.nil -a--> xlb.nillb.nil -a--> .. xlb.nillb.nill...Ib.nil 

In all the other paths the term labelling the states decreases in length. Our 2nd non-standard semantics 

prevents such situations by stopping the derivation of  potentially infinite growing terms. As a 

consequence, given a term P, we may obtain a transition system which is not bisimilar to TSsos(P),  

while, as we shall see later on, a precise approximation relation exists between the two ones. Considering 

our syntax, the operators that, in presence of  recursion, would allow for the derivation of  growing terms 

are the parallel composition and the restriction ones. As regards the latter it is possible, in a language 

with finite action set, to prevent this situation, by using an inference rule like Res2 in 1S. On the other 
hand, when dealing with the parallel operator our solution prevents the unfolding of  x if  it occurs as an 

operand in a non-empty parallel composition. Thus, we define a new semantics, 2S, shown in Figure 2, 

which blocks the derivation of  the term xIP if it occurs inside the expansion of  x. 

To achieve this goal, it is necessary to manage a term like xlb.nil in a different way depending whether the 

parallel operator is inside or outside the re.cursive unfolding of  x. While in the first case, we must stop the 

derivation, in the second one we can unfold x safely. The new semantics keeps distinct the two terms by 

maintaining the re.cursive expansion prefixed by rec.x.: parentheses are used as usual to make terms non- 

ambiguous, i.e. rec.x.(xlb.nil) and rec.x.xJb.nil are different processes. We use a function F that deletes 

from a term all the rec.x prefixes, thus obtaining a term to which it is possible to apply the predicate term 

defined at the beginning of  section 3.1. For example, F( rec.x.a.nil)=a.nil. 

The new semantics includes all the rules of the first non-standard semantics, except that Con is modified 

and a new set of  rules is added, dealing with terms prefixed by rec.x, for some x. Con and the new roles 

are shown in Figure 3. These new rules maintain the information that a re.cursive term is being derived by 

keeping the prefix rec.x, until the rest of  the unfolding contains x and we have not reached x itself, in 

which case rec.x, is deleted. 

The square and the { } brackets are meta-notation: they serve the purpose of  avoiding replication of  the 

same rule. More precisely, if PaP' \ A, 

x if  P=x 
[P] = rec.x.P if x occurs in P and Pax 

P if x does not occur in P 

Moreover, [ and ] push the restriction out of the prefixed expression: 

x \ A  i fP=x 
[P \ A] = (rec.x.P) \ A if  x occurs in P and pax 

P \ A if x does not occur in P 

This allows to omit a rule P -Res2 ,  while only P - R e S l  is needed. For  example,  [a.nil]=a.nil, 

[a.xlb.nil]--~c.x.(a.xlb.nil) and [a.xkA]= (rec.x.a.x)kA. 

For the other meta-notation, we have: 

P '  i f  P=rec.x.P' 
{P}  = 

P if  P#-rec.x.P' 
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This is again a shorthand in order to avoid extra rules: the prefix of P', if present, hasto be omitted 
because it is mantained in the conclusion of the rule; this is necessary in order to avoid the increasing of 
prefixes. 

2nd Non-Standard Semantics 

Con 
[pl-lx..-~ p' 

x-It---> P' 

x=P 

P-Act 
rec.x.gP-Ix---> [P] 

P-Sum 
rec.x. P-bt---) P' 

rec.x.(P + Q) -Ix---) P' and rec.x.(Q+ P) -It---> P' 

P-Coml 
rec.x.P -Ix--) P', Q#x,  term(F(P'))=false 

rec.x.(P I Q) -Ix-o [{P'}I Q] and rec.x.(Q I P) -It---) [QI {P'}] 

P-Com2 

rec.x.P -g---~ P', Q#x,  term(F(P'))=true 

rec.x.(P I Q) -It---> [Q] and rec.x.(QI P)-Ix---) [Q] 

P-Com3 

rec.x.P - a---) P', rec.x.Q - ~-o Q', term(F(P'))=term(F(Q'))=false 

P-Com4 

P-Resl 

P-Res3 

rec.x.(P I Q ) - x ~  [{P'} I {Q'}I 

rec.x.P - ct---) P ' ,  rec.x.Q - ~--o Q' ,  term(F(F))=true 

rec.x.(PIQ)-c---)Q' and rec.x.(QIP)- ' r-~Q'  

rec.x.P -It---> P', P'#P'NB, term(F(P'))=false 

IX,~ ~A 

rec.x.(P\A) -It---> [{P'} \ A]  

rec.x.P -I.t-~ P', P'#P" \ B, term(F(P'))=true 

Ix,~ ~ A  
rec.x.(P \ A) -It--) nil 

Figure 3. 2nd Non-Standard semantics 
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The stopping of the derivation of terms xlP inside the x unfolding is assured by rules P-Comt  and P- 
Com2: when x is an operand of a parallel operator prefixed by rec.x, the whole process cannot do any 
move. All the other rules are similar to the corresponding ones for non-prefixed terms, except that they 
maintain the prefixes: thus a prefixed process rec.x.P, unless P= xlQ, can do every move P can do by 
using 1S (the prefix can be ignored). 
Let us now show some examples. 

Example 1 
TS2s(P1) is the fotlowing: 

X 

(rec.x.(c.nillb.g.x))\{ c } (rec.x.(a.c.nillg.x))\{ c } 

Note that it is equal to TSls(P1), even if the labels of tbe states are not equal: for each state P in TSas(P1) 
there is a state in TSls(Pl)  labelled by F(P). 

Example 2 
Let us now consider TS2s(P2): 

rec.x.(xlb.nil) rec.x.a.x 

In this case we get an approximation of TSls(P2) which is finite state. 

Example 3 
Let us consider the constant definition x=a.xlb.x. If we consider the term x, it is not finite state, while 
x\{a} is finite state, because it is strongly equivalent to the following transition system, obtained by 2S: 

Now, ff we use syntactic constructions like in [Tan89] which builds a finite state transition systems for a 
term by composing the transition systems corresponding to its subterms, it is very difficult to manage 

general terms of this kind whatever the syntactic criteria are. In this case, the fact that the parallel operator 

is not distributive with respect to the restriction one forbids the formulation of general syntactic criteria, 
being the only possible safe criterion an operational one. 

3.3 Relationships between the non-standard semantics 

The following theorem assures that the transition system built by means of the second non-standard 
semantics is always finite. 
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Theorem 2. TS~(P) is finite for each P. 
Sketch of the proof. We prove that the terms derivable from P in DT2s(P) are of bounded length. 
This is done by showing that the restriction and the parallel operators axe not allowed to infinitely increase 

the length of the recursive terms generated by unfoldings. For what concerns \ ,  this is proved by using 
the inference rule Res2 and the fact that the action set is finite. For the I operator, we block every potential 
dangerous derivation by rule P-Corn1 and P-Corn2. An important point is that, the extra notation rec.x. 
we use to control the unfolding process does not itself contribute to the growing of a term. In fact, when 
we start the derivation of rec.x.P, 
a) we take retrictions out of the prefixed processes; and 
b) we maintain the prefix rec.x during the derivation until we reach x and at this point rec.x, is no more 
present and we can, if needed, use rule Res2. 

Now we can express the finiteness condition. We say that a state of the transition system is terminal if it 
does not have outgoing transitions. Let us consider the labels of the terminal states, if any, of the 

transition system obtained from a process Q by 2S: two cases may occur for the label P of a terminal 
state: 
i.) P is a "truly" terminal situation, i.e. F(P) is not derivable also with the standard semantics: i t  is ni l  or 
deadlocked, where F is the function introduced in the previous section; 
ii.) the derivation of P has been stopped in 2S because it is a potential source of infinite path, i.e. xlP 
occurs in the unfolding of x inside P. 
Our algorithm gives a positive response to the finiteness of a process if all the terminal states, if any, are 
of the first kind. In the following, we briefly sketch the correctness proof of our method. 

Well-formedness. TSzs(P) is well-formed if for the label Q of each terminal state, term(F(Q)) holds. 

The following theorem states the correctness of 2S. 

Theorem 3. If TS~(P) is well-formed, it is strongly equivalent to TSIs(P). 
Sketch of the proof. The only difference between 1S and 2S is that 2S does not derive terms like xIP 
if they are present in the expansion of x. In fact, if a rule R applies on a term P, the rule P-R applies on 

the term rec.x.P, allowing the same moves. The only difference regards the rules P-Corn1 and P-Com2 
which behave as Coml and Corn2 except in the case when an operand of the parallel composition is x. 
Note that, even if TS2s(P) is not well-formed, a relation exists between it and TSls(P): TS2s(P) has only 
a subset of the states of TSls(P), but these states have the same behaviour as in TSIs(P). This relation is 
described by the following definition: 

Definition (Approximation) A transition system T is an approximation of another transition system T' 
if, for each state s in T there is a state s' in "I ~ with the same incoming transitions and such that if s is not 
terminal, s' has the same outgoing transitions. 

Theorem 4. TS2s(P) is an approximation of TSls(P). 
Proof Straightforward from the construction of TSzs(P). 

The following result gives the correctness of the method : 

Corollary. If TS2s(P) is well-formed, P is finite state. 

Proof TS2s(P) is strongly equivalent to TSsos(P) by theorems land 3. 
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3.4 Adding relabelling 
Let us now discuss the introduction of the relabelling operator in our syntax. First of all we have, as in 
[Tau89], to restrict to finite relabelling, that is to relabelling functions with finite codomain. Then, once 
the usual operational semantics rule for relabelling is introduced in 1S and hence in 2S, we have to 
address the problem of avoiding the production of growing terms like for the restriction operator. This 
can be done similarly to what done for the restriction by including in the semantics an absorption rule for 
relabelling, by means of functional composition. This is not yet enough because now restriction and 
relabelling can occur intertwined, thus preventing the application of the absorption rules. To this extent it 
is necessary to add extra rules allowing for exchanging the order of consecutive restriction and relabelling 
operators. Note that this basically corresponds to build in the operational semantics two (correct) axioms 
like P[fl][f2]=P[fl.f2] and P \ C[f] = P[f] \ C provided that labels(C)~labels(f). 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have presented an interpretative method for checking the f'miteness of CCS expressions. 
We have defined a new operational semantics which allows for the construction of t'mite approximation of 
the transition system of a process P. In this way it is possible in a large number of cases to capture the 
finiteness nature of a process term even if it does not exhibit a particular syntactic structure. Note that due 
to the indecidability of the problem, it is not possible, in general, to provide a statement which assesses 
that our method is more powerful than whatsoever syntactic criteria. Anyhow it is possible to show that 
for the most widely used syntactic criteria, like those mentioned in the paper, this correspondence holds. 
In any case we think that our method has not to be seen as a substitutive one but mainly as an auxiliary 
too1 which has to be used when the syntactic criteria do not apply. 
The interesting point of our method is that, in order to define our finite approximations of the transition 
system, we have enriched the standard CCS operational semantics with a certain amount of"behavioural" 
information. Of course, our extent is not to use as much behavioural semantics as possible, but only to 

introduce as less equivalences as possible in order to make our interpretative method decidable. This is an 
important point of our interpretative approach. Depending on the verification problem it is going to be 
addressed, one can define the most appropriate extended operational semantics to solve it by using only 
that part of the "behavioural" semantics which is related to the solution of the problem. For example, in 

our case, we were interested in detecting nodes which differ only for the presence of nil operands in a 
parallel composition while in other cases this information may be completely irrelevant. 
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